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“THE PINNACLE OF DRIVER SAFETY WITHIN RACING SERIES, THIS NEW 
CONCEPT WILL CHANGE THE WAY RACING IS NOT ONLY OPERATED BUT HOW IT IS VIEWED BY SPECTATORS AROUND 

THE GLOBE.”

WHEN?WHY?
2040 TO ALLOW TECHNOLOGIES WITHIN 
THE REMOTE RACER TO IMPROVE AND 

BECOME MORE ADVANCED

As F1 becomes mo As F1 becomes more and more popular, the level of skill and 
competition will keep rising. With this rise drivers are forced to become more 

reckless to get those best times and win the titles, the rate of crashes and 
potential deaths will rise. With this in mind, I will be creating a new racing 

vehicle which will be the absolute pinnacle of driver safety

PROJECT DEFINITION





iNITIAL SKETCHS

First initial key sketch with the main 
fuelselage with the connecting wheel 

archs

building upon the inital key sketch
trying different ways to connect wheel arch 

to fuelselage

important spoiler/wing form sketch that 
leads to final idea

trying different forms of 
spoilers and fuelselage



fURTHER SKETCHES

very important key sketch that I adapted 
later to make final design.

wheelarches to sqaure and aggresive
kept same fuelselagge form however 

made the wheel arches rounder and more 
dynamic. also trying new aero features

FINAL DESIGN.
ROUNDER AND MORE DYNAMIC WITH A NEW 

REAR DIFFUSER.



chosen direction

VENTURI TUNNEL

INSET BRAKELIGHTS

SUSPENSION ARMS



pod iNITIAL SKETCHS

SEATING POSITION

CLOSED TOP POD

FIRST KEY SKETCH, 
OPEN TOP DESIGN

MAJOR KEY SKETCH FOR 
FINAL DESIGN

FINAL DESIGN



pod chosen direction

VENTURI TUNNEL

two-way glass

mushroom leather

air vent for cooling



cmf exterior

 RECYCLED CARBON FIBER

hemp composite fibers

memory alloy

brushed aluminium 

#e7c938 #242424



cmf interior
hemp composite fibers

2-way glass

led lights

mushroom leather

#e7c938 #242424



driver hmi

minimap

tire wear indicator

ideal raceline

position indicator

warning indicator

rear camera



ux
start-up screen season table pagevoting page

built-in headphones 

microphone

vr headset  

ar glasses for drivers

vr glasses for spectators



PACKAGE



PACKAGE



Blender developtment full development process

initial 3d model

trying new aero features making suspension arms larger and more prominent

potential rear diffuser linking to wingnew wing/more sleek



Blender developtment
final diffuser design

fixing topology on model

adding shutlines 

final model with added materials



 interior Blender developtment

final model with added materials

building steering wheel

building interior within pod

making sure manekin fits within interior



clay development

making and modelling armature adding clay to armature and adding wheels clay roughly built up to max width

removing wheel archs and sculpting fuelselage roughing out one side to make sure proportions are correct 
and adding aero wings

fully roughing out model and filing in holows



clay development

adding more aero wings and further fixing surface imperfections added main spoiler and fixed front venturi tunnel adding clay to make wings flow more smoothly into the wheel arches

further refining surface and adding more refined lines on 
the fuelselage

making the rear form sharper to improve the overall graphics on the model finalising surfaces 



aerodynamics test

after I had finished my blender model, I USED SIMFLOW TO CREATE A AERODYNAMIC FLOW TEST. USING THIS TEST I MADE SLIGHT CHANGES TO THE WING ANGELS TO FULLY OPTIMZE THE FORM AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE 



FINAL RENDER



FINAL RENDER



POD FINAL RENDER



interior render



FINAL CLAY MODEL


